
We’re going to go fast, as there’s a lot to get through. I’ll make this deck available with 

the notes for those who are interested in reading the quotes and diving deeper.



My goal out of this presentation is to birth some plot bunnies.

As an author, I find learning about and seeing the spaces extremely inspiring.



Not going to talk about town houses or villas for the most part. Villas were smaller 

residences just outside of London (Richmond, Twickenham, etc.) for the purpose of 

country-like entertainment.

Country house vs. house in the country

• “Paternalistic agricultural economy”

• Bingley

• Hartfield

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

At first it was a center of noble power. As power shifted from local force to central law 

administered from London, country houses became places to project political power 

and entertain guests, with the most coveted guests of all being royalty. Later, it 

became a place of entertainment and pleasure, the site of country house parties.





● Changes in terms of privacy (but it’s not a straight line from no privacy to maximum 

privacy)

● There’s also a change in terms of what people considered to be family

○ Middle ages and up to the early 18th century: Family means everyone lying 

under one roof including servants. In the 19th century, family is immediate 

family

○ Combine these things together and you get the range from great hall to the 

green baize door

● There’s also a shift from the castle or house as a center of power to a place of 

entertainment



Every space needs either a window or a skylight. Rooms also commonly passed 

through to other rooms (enfilade). 

If there’s a hall, it needs light…

Not so likely for people to be staying across the hall from each other. 



Courtyard, H, E, U, and the straight line





Gentlemen: younger sons and elder sons waiting for their father to die, illegitimate 

children) serving him and on the social hierarchy: yeomen, grooms, serfs

● Social structure is insular, then it begins to change: gentry associate with gentry

● There’s no privacy from personal servants although the lord does get privacy from 

everyone else

● If you’re high-ranking you get a room of your own (or rooms), others are in more 

dormitory / communal style rooms



○ Medieval houses were collections of smaller rooms grouped around a hall, 

kitchen, and chapel

■ These started as separate structures 

○ Great hall

■ From the hall, three arches:

● Pantry - bread

● Buttery - beer, candles

● Kitchen







Two amazing examples of hammerbeam roofs

Westminster Hall held vast feasts of several thousand guests by William the 

Conquerer every year and it’s where the Queen laid in state



Transition in the mid-fourteenth century to the Great Chamber

Also in the mid-fourteenth century is this amazing new invention called the CHIMNEY. 

So no longer an open fire in the middle of the hall.





Appears second half of the 14th century.

Key to note that at this time the household is VERY masculine. You have the lady of 

the house and any daughters and their female attendants and that’s it. So this was 

likely a very nice respite.

Likely to have a bed, multipurpose room





Courtyard is going to keep showing up for a long time

Lodge could also be the site of “secret house”



Stronger central government, more law-abiding 

country

Mark Girouard – rule of force to the rule of law



When the central power is with the court, a good statesman is going to have a house 

that’s suited for hosting royalty.

____________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

■ Hardwick Hall the rooms of state are 2nd floor

■ Also gets the good rooms well above the smells 

of the kitchen



● From early 17th century, small winter parlour

near the kitchen
● Upper servants begin dining separately out of the great hall in the late 16th / early 

17th centuries







Mid 16th century the term bedchamber comes about – so we’re starting to be specific 

about where the bed is



Giving more sense of what these houses that were decorated for state looked like

____________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

Some things to note in terms of interior decoration:

● Wall panelling

● Ceilings

● Still pretty large fireplaces

Anticipated myself a little with the drawing-room but we’re going to see that take on 

more importance



Often resembled cloisters (keep in mind dissolution 

of the monasteries and some houses reuse 

portions)











● This is going to start to change, though

● Stringing the house out along its axis creates a 

more impressive front – i.e. Castle Howard (and 

Wentworth Woodhouse)

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________

Generally built around 1-2 courtyards as in the 

medieval arrangement

○ Knole has 7 courtyards

○ Into the 17th century



○ Aspect of security

E or H

○ Double-pile = rooms back to back in the main 

body of the house

Or even a hard U creates a more impressive front







● Feeling for privacy became noticeable in the 17th century

● The power of the nobility wanes due to stronger central power

● No longer vast, hierarchical male households

● Last time castles were used as castles (artillery)



One thing that you’re going to see become a stronger theme is this notion of where 

English architecture should take its source from.



Another major thing is that you are getting houses built / remodeled specifically to 

host royalty with specific, formal apartments purpose built for this. When the monarch 

comes to visit, they take over your house and specifically these rooms.

Which means the “Axis of Honour”, a string of rooms – with a symmetrical male (king) 

side and female (queen) side. And the deeper into those rooms you made it, the more 

important you were.









_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

________________

● Great Parlour with Great Dining Chamber above 

it

● Great Chamber, put a portico in front of it (there 

is a relationship between the architectural 

language outside and the room inside at this 

time)



Fit the staircase into a symmetrical plan by putting it in the hall

● Move the servants to a servants hall near the service spaces and give the steward 

a parlour for the upper servants (upper servants were already eating out of the 

great hall)



● In time the central room ceases to be called a great chamber and becomes the 

saloon (salone / salon), also called this are some great chambers or parlours not in 

a central position

○ In some houses used sparingly for big occasions because it’s a BIG room

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

__

● The servants aren’t eating in the hall, so the room of state doesn’t need to be a 

floor above it, the hall and the saloon might adjoin each other



● Drawing-room

○ Charles II sets the trend - comes out to talk to people in his withdrawing-

room which leads to the Royal Drawing-Rooms of later centuries

● Bedroom

○ Gone from living in rooms with a bed now to living in bedrooms

● Dressing room

○ Appears in the 2nd half of the 17th century

○ There could be one for the husband and one for the wife but English 

couples did tend to share bedrooms more often and so there could be a 

room for both to dress

○ And in late 17th / early 18th century with 

French influence you do get more separate 

apartments for the husband and wife



● Bess of Hardwick had 6 books total

● Books were relatively rare and hunting was the preferred activity

● Book learning was for lower professions like clerks



This is again the time for increasing desire for privacy



● We’re going to go back to that see-saw between 

neoclassical (Palladian) style and Baroque and 

take a closer look at Baroque



Not going to hit on Rococo but it’s a sort of last extra flourishing of Baroque style







Even into the 18th century it was by no means 

uncommon for gentlemen / noblemen to act as their 

own architects. It becomes more of a profession in 

the 18th and into the 19th century

There’s also a bit of flattening at the top of society

Not the same deference for nobility - it’s about land

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

________

Simplified neoclassical front

Entrance through a center portico



● Beginning of 18th century, Baroque goes out of fashion and Palladianism comes in 

(there’s a weird sort of order in that, there was an early rush of Palladianism with 

Inigo Jones and then Baroque took over for a while)

○ Baroque

■ Continental

■ Became passe first for the Whigs

● Wentworth Woodhouse



Collections became so large people built extensions on to their houses

Libraries weren’t just full of books, they had games, portfolios of 

engravings, scientific toys

The owner might still have their own private study or 

book room





Privacy peaked in the early 18th century (people were in their private apartments) –

once you have public rooms like the library, you are expected to spend your time 

there

(i.e. writing a letter in company rather than in your own chambers)

Breakfast room is also used for writing in Mansfield 

Park



● You need a series of rooms for entertaining that all flow into each other

● First they try opening the state rooms, then they add on for more space, then 

separate out of the state bedchamber

● But the long “axis of honour” as Girouard calls it isn’t the best way to arrange the 

reception rooms -- you want rooms in a circle, around a top-lit central staircase (a 

relatively recent, 17th century invention)

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

__

Mid 18th century balls and assemblies merge

● The library was already throwing off the balance of the formal house

○ Unless it replaced the Great Chamber (Felbrigg) or some other room 

(Chatsworth = Long Gallery)

● Halls are in the wrong place too, needs to be some rooms away from the front door 

so you’re not just thrown into the party when you enter



The circuit included one room bigger and grander 

than the rest, a great room or grand drawing-room 

(Music room from Norfolk House, V&A white and 

gold)

This architectural revolution starts in town houses 

but spreads to the country





● Separation of the sexes may have begun late 17th 

century - may have started with ladies retiring to 

brew the tea and then took longer and longer - it’s 

specifically English

● Drawing-room may or may not be immediately 

adjacent to the dining-room



○ Bell pull 1760s - 1770s means you don’t need to 

have servants hanging around in a hall anymore

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

___________
○ Single backstairs and corridors for servants

■ Sometimes a communal “barracks” for bachelors or visiting manservants

■ Not much effort to segregate the sexes at this point









● Ground floor called the rustic



In some houses the service rooms were in a separate service wing

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

___

Billiard tables were HUGE so in older houses you might find them in the hall because 

that’s the only place they would fit.



Muniments room – storage for estate records



Still-room, before the 18th century this was the 

domain of the mistress, becomes the domain of the 

housekeeper



Another thing you might find during this time on either the rustic or elsewhere on the 

grounds was a plunge bath.



Not time to go into landscape architecture but just briefly, the landscape followed a 

circuit just as the house followed a circuit





Visitors were of social standing all the way to the top – Victoria and Albert visited St. 

Michael’s Mount while the family were away and were shown around by the 

housekeeper.



Haven’t talked about building materials in a while because they haven’t changed, but 

one thing you do get in the Georgian / Regency era is brick covered with a stucco 

render like we see at Saltram. Often used on town houses.

● Main rooms move to the ground floor level 

compared to the upper floors of the Elizabethan / 

Jacobean era and the previous piano nobile

● Towards the end of the 18th century people want 

rooms that communicate to the outside world





Symmetry starts to become less important because the houses aren’t as formal, as 

you can see here at Kenwood.





Everything from plot politics to attend a race 

meeting + MATCHMAKING (Mrs. Bennet knows 

what she’s doing)

○ Assemblies

○ Social breakfasts (end up in the afternoon)

You do still get the royal Dukes visiting houses but 

it’s more of a social than a state visit (still going to 

cost you though!)



Originally furniture was moved around a lot -- even 

dining tables used to be able to be folded up and 

moved, but the dining-room furniture also takes on 

more permanence.

It would be arranged in a circle for formal 

conversation

But after about 1780 it is arranged in permanent 

smaller groupings for more intimate conversation





BOUDOIR

Can see development of these leisure rooms more specifically for the ladies while the 

men are out hunting or shooting



○ Baronial tenants halls Return of events for laborers, tenants, etc.

■ French revolution

■ Some never lapsed but they got new attention

■ Servants balls

■ Harvest dinners

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

________

Ballroom:

● Hatfield had 400 people at an assembly

● This was another potential reuse of the Great 

Chamber (Knole’s ballroom was the old Great 

Chamber, before that in the 18th c was called the 

Great Dining-Room)



We’ve already taken a look at neoclassical, but let’s take a look at some other 

decorative styles of the long Georgian era.



Also popular among the nabob set











Windsor Castle was actually made much more castle-ey during the Regency

Architect Sir Jeffry Wyatville under direction from George IV



You can see with cottage orne, castle, and the gothic styles, that we’re back to this 

question of where does English architectural inspiration come from, and the 

pendulum is swinging back towards ENGLAND.





We’re not going to spend long here, just enough to understand where things are 

going.

Gothic is in, symmetry is out

French revolution has everybody in the upper classes shook.

● Move towards at least superficial morality

○ Domesticity

○ Religion

■ Chapels are back

● Landowners had to be seen as moral, so using ecclesiastical architectural styles is 

a shortcut for credibility

● This is the era of empire: people want a quintessentially English style rather than 

one poached from another empire

○ Also influenced by historical novels like those of Sir Walter Scott

● For new country house owners, it’s also a quicker means towards credibility, to use 

an “old”style

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________



_____

● New money (sometimes on old land, through coal)

● Landed classes retain prestige but lose power



The tower is one way that authority is still asserted, albeit in a softer manner. 

It can also house a water tank.



Increase in social events with tenants and servants, held in old-style spaces









How a character opens a window says something about the house they’re living in!



Hardwick Hall – pioneer in this space “more glass than wall”

○ Sash

■ Chatsworth 1676-1680

■ Whitehall Palace 1685



Bay windows have been around for a very long time

Georgian era has a curved variation called a bow window



Hollows are warmer, less wind, you don’t have to cart things up the hill

At Harewood, the remains of the old house are under a Capability Brown lake



Going to see Kedleston later, the rest of the village moved but the house actually 

wraps around the old parish church



Rents varied by year - some tenants were in 

arrears, extra expenses or income (i.e. timber sales) 

could adjust things



There’s two forms of enclosure that are happening. 

One is that the old system going back to medieval 

times of everybody having disparate strips of land 

all over the place is ended and it’s negotiated that 

you farm a specific field (and usually enclose the 

boundary). The other is more sinister and it means 

that the village common – which everyone had 

rights to – is enclosed, with landowners getting a 

share based on the size of their holding. Which was 

really bad for the poor who might be raising 

livestock there or gleaning resources from it.



1816 – the year without a summer

to oaks in general, to forests, the 

enclosure of them, waste lands, crown 

lands and government, (NA)





Obviously this isn’t the case in Pride and Prejudice 

but we see reference to it in Sense and Sensibility





● Impetus for a build or remodel: inheritance, marriage (dowry), etc. but work might 

be completed out of the estate’s regular income

● Even without major work, big renovations were needed every 100 years or so

● Funding to build usually came from some other source (windfall) that was not 

regular annual income

○ Sinecures were often the source, and the land itself may have come from 

the crown

○ Mineral resources (Derbyshire - lead mining among other things)

○ River navigation

○ Turnpike roads

○ Canals

○ Matlock - hotels were owned by a consortium of landowners

Blenheim is an example of a 6 figure house





● Many homes were secondary to other estates, done if expectation of future use by 

some branch of the family

● If there’s no expectation of future use, tear the house down













Note the shrubbery – I think every Austen novel has some reference to shrubbery

There are a few references to modern in Austen’s novels and my assumption is that 

they refer to neoclassical houses…whether that’s the earlier Georgian with the piano 

nobile or later you can’t tell with Cleveland.

Not sure what the reference to “inner lobby” is



Brick detailing is called “diaper”



● Sotherton I vote as the house in Austen’s works most likely to have a priest hole

● The fact that they upgraded the chapel in James II’s time is a pretty strong hint that 

the family were Catholic



One thing I do wonder about is whether Mansfield Park is a harbinger of where things 

are going: you have Sotherton the old-style English architecture with its money 

coming from the land and the more modern Mansfield Park with its money coming 

from a slave plantation. So is this a hint that Sotherton is the more moral house? But 

again like the Victorian upper class it’s a surface morality: the chapel is a point of 

pride but it’s not really used. And it’s worth noting that Mansfield Park was 

comparably much more popular in the Victorian era, they ate that morality right up.









● Since Hartfield is described as modern we can guess there is a staircase in the hall 

in the middle of the house



Sweep-gate appears quite a few times, believe it’s a gate to enter the circular drive



● You also have a contrast in Emma with the modern Hartfield and the very old 

Donwell Abbey



Going to skip Enscombe as the only thing we know about it is that it has a 

conservatory





Lodge in this reference (and you see it reasonably frequently with large houses in 

Austen) is a building at the gate







● The lodge is where Lady Russell lives so we can assume it’s less of a gate lodge 

and more of a subsidiary house

● Admiral Croft comments more than once about how wind affects a house

● We really don’t get a lot on Kellynch OR Uppercross Great House





● The location of the rooms also gives us a clue that this is an older house



Just noticed this while doing the study for this presentation – they’re all sitting around 

in the dining-room in the morning despite having a breakfast-room. Is this because 

the light is better at that time of year? Is the dining-room still one of those more 

flexible rooms? Is it just grander and so that’s why Mrs. Bennet wanted Bingley to sit 

with them in there?



● Austen seems to refer to a ball-room as a room where a ball is being held, not 

necessarily a room specifically built as a ball-room

● So this could be a somewhat older house where they’re using a saloon or a great 

chamber as a ball room

● Skipping Lucas Lodge as we don’t really know much about it



There is perhaps either a rustic level or a wing with offices, one of which is where 

Mrs. Jenkinson’s room is



● Modern and on rising ground, which means it’s likely not just a modern facade





● Chatsworth is further from Hamstall Ridware



Warmly praised in Paterson’s Road Book “to do justice to which would far exceed our 

limits”



● She’s holding the Kedleston catalog in the painting





● large, handsome, stone building, standing well on rising ground, and backed by a 

ridge of high woody hills;—and in front, a stream of some natural importance was 

swelled into greater, but without any artificial appearance. 

● They descended the hill, crossed the bridge, and 

drove to the door



●This is another Robert Adam house, so much of what you see is done by him

●“On reaching the house, they were shewn through the hall into the saloon, whose 

northern aspect rendered it delightful for summer. Its windows opening to the ground, 

admitted a most refreshing view of the high woody hills behind the house, and of the 

beautiful oaks and Spanish chesnuts which were scattered over the intermediate 

lawn. 

●Will note that there is only one window like this in the Saloon and that it actually 

faces south, as well the Saloon is of a size that it was used as a ballroom and 

wouldn’t necessarily be used as a sitting room as it is in Pride and Prejudice





●The rooms were lofty and handsome, and their 

furniture suitable to the fortune of their proprietor; 

but Elizabeth saw, with admiration of his taste, that 

it was neither gaudy nor uselessly fine; with less of 

splendor, and more real elegance, than the furniture 

of Rosings.





I believe the park is also 5 miles round rather than 10 miles, but 10 miles is HUGE. I 

haven’t come across a house with a park that large.

I think this bears more research, though, because all of these can be explained with 

creative license.

And it is certainly a better candidate than Chatsworth, whose baroque interiors are 

much more gaudy and uselessly fine – in addition to being specifically named as a 

different house

At the very least, I hope for those of you who want to do the Derbyshire country house 

tour someday, that you include Kedleston in your itinerary. I visited it in the same trip 

as Chatsworth and it felt MUCH more like Pemberley. Also recommend including 

Haddon Hall which we saw so much of at the beginning of the presentation.



● Plantations (of trees) appear more often with the houses associated with slavery, 

(Mansfield Park / Maple Grove)

● Plantation: Mansfield Park (numerous references), Maple Grove, Northanger 

Abbey, Woodston, Rosings Park, Cleveland, Barton Park



● If you want to start building a library on the English country house, highly 

recommend you start with these






